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The study of metal clusters has provided both an opportunity and a challenge
to the application of mass spectrometry. These days the most often-used tech-
nique for cluster generation - laser vaporization - leads to extensive distri-
butions of cluster sizes, from one to perhaps thousands of atoms, and most
studies reported to date use excimer laser ionization and time-of-flight mass
spectrometry for cluster detection. Our apparatus is a simple one-stage TOF
design employing Wiley-McLauren spatial focussing and a one-meter drift tube.
The double extraction grid (to minimize penetration of the high tube voltage
into the extraction region) consists of two 85% transmission molybdenum meshes
separated by 0.6 nun. The tube is oriented perpendicularly to the cluster
beam, so that deflection plates are needed to direct cluster ions to the de-
tector. Typically, a 20 fisec section of TOF time can be imaged onto the detec-
tor for a given set of plate voltages. Our plates are curved to match the
round drift tube, and are offset downstream so that larger clusters can be di-
rected to the detector. Even so, for the heaviest masses we see a breakdown
of the usual (mass)1/2 - time relationship across the 20 usec window because
the ions do not all pass through the center of the plates. The heaviest clus-
ter clearly resolved in this apparatus has been

The presence of a nearly .continuous distribution of masses has revealed an in-
teresting instrumental effect. The upper panel of Fig. 1 shov.-s a composite
(constructed from successive 20 (isec sections) distribution of nickel clusters
measured in an earlier version of the apparatus. The undulations in intensity
are not a result of the composite construction, but instead are due to inter-
ference of some ion trajectories through the double extraction grid (an effect
akin to Moire fringes). The lower panel in Fig. 1 shows a nickel dustier dis-
tribution measured in a more recent version of the apparatus (which obviously
has higher resolution) in which the double mesh extraction grid is replaced by
n double parallel wire grid having the wires parallel co th; cluster bea.T,.
The interference effects are clearly no longer present.

Fig. i . Upper panel:
Spectrum of nickel clus-
ters taken with a dou-
ble-mesh extraction grid
in the TOF mass spec-
trometer. The small
substructure around n «
20 is due to oxide impu-
r i t ies .
Lower panel: Nickel
cluster spectrum that is
seen when the extraction
grid is of parallel-wire
type. The mass spec-
trometer resolution is
considerably improved
over that in the upper
panel. More oxide impu-
r i t i e s are evident.
Laser ionization condi-
tions were such that
only one-photon ioniza-
tion proce«ses were pos-
sible, so the small
clusters below n = 7
were not detected.
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In a second apparatus employing a pulsed valve in the cluster source, we see
asymmetric broadening of niobium cluster mass peaks under multiphoton ion-
ization conditions, indicating metastable decay of parent cluster ions. An
example, for Nb7+r is shown in the first panel of Fig. 2. Other studies of
niobium clusters have shown no such asymmetric peaks. Normally one would fit
the peak tail and, using calculated relationships between parent and daughter
ion extraction and flight times, determine the decay rates for the parents.
In this case, having a continuous distribution of neutral cluster sizes, we do
not a priori know the parent. Instead, the parent metastable decay can be
probed directly by delaying the ion extraction in the TOF spectrometer, al-
lowing the parents to convert to daughters before extraction. The other pan-
els in Fig. 2 show such data. From the disappearance of the tail, the parent
decay rate can be determined. Now, from the calculated decay time - TOF
relationship, which depends on the parent/daughter mass ratio, the parent mass
can be determined.
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Fig. 2. First panel: The TOF peak for NbT+ with no ion extraction delay.
Next two panels: The peaks when extraction is delayed by the times shown.

The results of this procedure are quite surprising. First, fit.ing cae Tor
peak tails shows that there are at least two decay pathways. T"oe Identifica-
tion of parents shows that one pathway corresponds to evaporation of one or
two atoms, the usual fragmentation process for metal clusters. The other
pathway is fission of a larger cluster, a process more characteristic of semi-
conductor clusters, and suggests there is something unusual indeed about th'j
r;iobium clusters chat are made in this particular cluster source.

Since these are multiphoton ionization/fragmentation processes, there are pre-
sumably intermediate neutral electronically excited states involved. We can
probe these using a two-color scheme. Following the excimer laser pulse a dye
laser at 2 eV photon energy is fired at the clusters. By itself, the dye
laser produces no ions, but after the excimer laser pulse it produces a second
mass peak arising from excited neutral species. By varying the delay between
laser pulses, we find th« lifetime of the intermediate neutral is 3.15 Jisec,
in sharp contrast to the usual picture of transition metal clusters having a
"vibronic soup" showing near-instantaneous internal conversion. "Normal" tran-
sition metal clusters cannot retain electronic excitation for even picosec-
onds, yet here are clusters doing so for microseconds.

We believe these unusual clusters result from the pulsed valve used in this
source. It opens faster and farther than most, resulting in unusually high
carrier gas pressure in the cluster formation area. Under these conditions
the metal will be tightly confined, since diffusional loss will be small. The
metal is transported out of the growth channel very quickly, so clusters do
not grow very large. At the nozzle, we then have a high density of small
clusters and a strong expansion because the gas pressure is so high. Thus we
have rapid cooling, and many cluster-cluster collisions leading to the forma-
tion of unannealed species that might be likened to van der Waals clusters of
clusters. Now cluster fission fragmentation can be understood. It represents
a decomposition of the "super cluster" into its constituent parts. Also, a
mechanism, for long-lived storage of electronic excitation is suggested. It
could be tftat the agglomeration leads to isolated electronic bands in a chro-
mophore analogous to typical van der Waals clusters.
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